SIBERIA

MIGRATION TRIP OF THE NENETS (YAMAL)
DATES: 14th TO 25th APRIL 2021
CODE: XPSI02

CONTACT PERSON IN X-PLORE:

Francesc Bailón
 francesc@x-ploregroup.com
 +34 626.00.88.35

NENET MIGRATION YAMAL (SIBERIA)
INTRODUCTION
The Nenets are reindeer herders, migrating across the Yamal peninsula, thriving
for more than a millennium with temperatures from minus 50°C in winter to 35°C in
summer. Their annual migration varies from 500 to over a 1000 km and includes a
48 km crossing of the frozen waters of the Ob River. Every spring, the Nenets
move their enormous herds from winter pastures on the Russian mainland, north
to summer pastures in the Arctic Circle. The Nenets belong to the Samoyed group
of peoples. Their ancestors originated in Southern Siberia and are believed to have
settled in the Russian North about 1000 years ago. With a population of over
41,000, the Nenets are one of the largest of the indigenous groups in Northern
Siberia. Their territory covers a vast area that stretches from the Kanin Peninsula at
the White Sea in the west, all the way to the Taymyr Peninsula, a distance of more
than 2,000 km. Traditionally the Nenets are reindeer breeders, who also hunt, trap
and fish. For centuries Nenets have survived the harsh conditions of the Yamal
Peninsula. They have adapted to be able to live and travel in the freezing
temperatures. Joining a reindeer migration is a real experience living the nomadic
life of the Siberian people. On this journey you will see some of the least trodden
and remote regions of the world. This experience will reward you with a stunning
combination of this region’s amazing arctic environment, the polar Ural mountain
escapes and the exclusive insight into the ancient traditional ways of life in the
tundra and the life of the Nenet nomads today. This expedition is an opportunity to
return to the basics and enjoy exploring tundra and the Polar Ural Mountains.

Trip type:
Category:
Duration:
Recommended time:
Technical level:
Comfort level:
Wilderness level:

Group
Ethnicities
12 days
Spring
3/5
3/5
4/5
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NENET MIGRATION YAMAL (SIBERIA)
TRAVEL MAP

ITINERARY
DAY 1: FLIGHT TO MOSCOW
Arrive at Moscow Domodedovo, transport to Airhotel Domodedovo (double room).
Hotel accommodation, Domodedovo.
DAY 2: FLIGHT TO SALEKHARD. CITY TOUR
Breakfast.
Transport to Domodedovo Airport, departure of the flight to Salekhard (3.15h a.m). Arrival
at 8.00 a.m and transport to the hotel. Salekhard, with 42,500 inhabitants is located on the
banks of the river Ob. Constructed in 1595 as a Cossack fortress, the city bore the name
Obdorsk - place on the Ob - until 1933. Salekhard means from the Nenets language
"settlement at the Cape." Overnight in hotel, double room.
Hotel accommodation, Salekhard.
DAY 3: SALEKHARD – KHARP –THE POLAR URAL MOUNTAINS
Breakfast, lunch, diner.
Breakfast and transport to Tundra or Mountains. Departure with snowmobile to the Nenet
camp location. Overnight in chums.
Accommodation in tents chum,
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NENET MIGRATION YAMAL (SIBERIA)
DAYS 4-10: NENET CAMP
Breakfast, lunch, diner.
Living together with the Nenet family, who lead their traditional lifestyle, which has hardly
changed over the last century. You will homestay with the indigenous peoples of the
North, getting to know their way of life, cooking national dishes and helping to set up
chums (tents) and perform rites. You can immerse yourselves in the real life of nomadic
people, stay in their chum and find out more about their unique culture and ancient
traditions. Daily tasks like chopping wood, making fire, preparing food, making water and
helping with the Reindeer can be part of your adventure. Overnight in chum (sharing).
Accommodation in tents chum,
DAY 11: NENET CAMP – SALEKHARD
Breakfast.
After a shared breakfast with the family we will go by snowmobile to Harp, where we will
be picked up by car and transport to Salekhard. In the afternoon you have the option to
take a banya (Russian sauna). Overnight in hotel, double room.
Hotel accommodation, Salekhard.
DAY 12: FLIGHT TO MOSCOW
Breakfast.
Breakfast in the hotel. Departure to the airport at 7:30h a.m. Departure of the flight at
9:10h a.m and arrival at Domodedovo airport at 10:10h a.m. End of the program.

IMPORTANT NOTE
Although normally spring migration is usually done by the Nenets in mid-April, it is
important to keep in mind that this migration will not be done because we are there but
because they really need to go in search of new pastures for their reindeer. That means
that we can’t guarantee that while we live with the Nenets we will make the migration
with them.
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NENET MIGRATION YAMAL (SIBERIA)
INFORMATION
The Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Area is an entire country in the center of Russia`s Far
North. It is located on the West Siberian Plain, the largest such plain in the world. A small
part of its territory is situated on the eastern slopes of the Polar Urals (the city of Payer).
Arctic Ural is considered the territory of Ural from the source of the river Khulga in the
south up to Konstantinov Kamen's mountain in the north. In the west and the east ridges
of Arctic Ural adjoin to taiga and tundra of the Pechora and Western - Siberian lowlands.
The territory of Arctic Ural Mountain area takes more than 25000 km2 and it’s the natural
border between the continents of Europe and Asia.
The Yamal is the territory of the traditional habitation of the indigenous small-numbered
peoples of the North: Nenets, Khanty, Selkup and Komi (Zyryane). Inhabiting the high
latitudes for thousands years the indigenous peoples of the Yamal created a striking and
original culture to the maximum adapted to the severe Arctic nature conditions. The
Nenets people of the Siberian arctic are the guardians of a style of reindeer herding that
is the last of its kind. Through a yearly migration of over a thousand kilometres, these
people move gigantic herds of reindeer from summer pastures in the north to winter
pastures just south of the Arctic Circle.
While summer temperatures range between +5C and +25C (but can still be cold due to
the wind), winter temperatures can reach BELOW -60C. Out in the tundra, the AVERAGE
winter temperature is -25-30C.

NOTES
The guide will adapt the program of activities according to the group.
The order and content of the expedition may vary. Adapt the route and content based on
conditions and options offered each time. The Nenet can move their camp at any time, so
final location of homestay will only be known just before departure.
During the expedition the cooperation of all participants will be crucial. There is no cook
on this trip, preparing the meal is a groups task.
The program will vary depending on the weather, snow and ice conditions, presence of
animals and the guides’ decisions at the time.
The accommodation in the chums is on a sharing base.
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NENET MIGRATION YAMAL (SIBERIA)
PRICES
Per person:

Group of 6 persons: 3.598 €
Individual supplement: please inform
Included













Flights Moscow-Salekhard / Salekhard-Moscow
Accommodation in Airhotel hotel Domodedovo*** (double rooms)
Accommodation in hotel (double rooms) in Salekhard
Meals as specified in the program
Transports as specified in the program
Homestay with local family
Local Guide
X-plore Guide
Activities according to program
Arctic safety/security equipment
Telephone SAT, Spot, solar charger
Tents, cooking equipment, first aid kit

 Snowshoes
Not included









Flights to/from Moscow
Invitation Letter and Russian Visa
Personal expenses such as drinks, tickets, phone calls, etc.
Travel Insurance
Excess baggage
Individual clothing/equipment, sleeping mat, backpack, cold-weather clothing, etc
(contact us for advice)
Any service in Moscow
Satellite phone calls (2 € per minute)

 All services not specified in "included"
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NENET MIGRATION YAMAL (SIBERIA)
TRAVEL IMAGES
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